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Section 1:
PDF Newsletter Print Submission Guidelines
and U.S. Postal Service Requirements
Background: In an effort to streamline the retiree printing process, NYSUT Retiree
Services in collaboration with the NYSUT Print Shop launched a pilot PDF newsletter
submission program with the participation of a handful of NYSUT retiree councils in
May, 2012. All retiree councils were encouraged to submit newsletters electronically in
the PDF format beginning Sept. 1, 2013.

 Supports NYSUT’s “Going Green” Initiative
 Saves time for Retiree Council Editors
 Saves labor for Retiree Council Editors
 Streamlines the printing process
 Helps ensure that the newsletter is printed as submitted
 Allows editors the freedom to choose any software program, provided that
they can create a full-size high quality PDF of the newsletter in the chosen
software
 Makes even better use of the available technology
 Allows editors the freedom to use their choice of fonts in the council
newsletter
Considerations & Guidelines
Before submitting first PDF Newsletter for Printing
Choose your newsletter software program carefully
Ask yourself: Can anyone else open and edit the newsletter file if I am out of town, sick
or involved in a family or other type of emergency?
Ask yourself: If I am experiencing a family health or other emergency while the newsletter
is in production, do I wish to be the sole individual authorized to make edits?

Recommendations:


Choose a newsletter program that other members of the council can
open & edit, if necessary.



Provide contact information in your print request cover letter for at
least two (2) other individuals who can open & edit the newsletter.
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Otherwise, be advised that if corrections to the newsletter are
necessary, the newsletter is taken out of production and placed on hold
until the editor submits a corrected PDF of the newsletter.
A. Communicate and Coordinate with your Retiree Services
Consultant to arrange for timely review, feedback and approval of
newsletter, in advance of submitting the newsletter for Retiree
Services Consultant (RSC) review.
B. Carefully Proofread newsletter before submitting to RSC for review
and feedback

Recommendations:


To ensure timely printing, Retiree Services Consultants (RSC) & Editors are
encouraged to review the Retiree Editor’s Resource Kit and list of common copy
errors that often cause avoidable newsletter printing delays.



The printing turnaround timetable can be streamlined by editors and RSC’s
catching and seeing that newsletters are corrected BEFORE the newsletter is
submitted to HQ as a PDF for printing. (See ―Avoiding Common Printing Errors
and Resultant Printing Delay for NYSUT Retiree Newsletters‖ below)

Avoiding Common Printing Errors and Resultant Printing Delays
for NYSUT Retiree Newsletters
A Note for Retiree Council Editors and Retiree Services Consultants:
You can help facilitate the printing process for all retiree councils by being mindful of seeing
that newsletters/flyers are free of any of the following areas of concern as identified by the
NYSUT Print Shop as slowing down production for all:






Set and Respect Margins per USPS requirements (no less than .4‖)
Set Page Size as outlined by NYSUT Print Shop (either: 8.5 x 11‖ or 9 x13‖)
Follow USPS requirements for setting up the p. 4 mailer page
Insert the Ad Disclaimer per NYSUT Policy for Acceptance of Advertising in
Retiree Council Newsletters
Titles, Events, Names and Contact information are correct
 Example: ―NYSUT Retiree Services Consultant‖ is correct title
 NYSUT does not publish the home contact information for NYSUT
Retiree Services Consultants in NYSUT publications
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How to Submit a PDF Newsletter for Printing:
A Step-by-Step Guide
1. Create a new 4 page newsletter self-mailer template per sample template provided
by NYSUT Print Shop. (Templates provided in Section 1 and in Resource Section)
2.

Set margins at .no less than .4

3.

Respect set margins as you enter your copy.

4.

Save your newsletter in the original software program that you have chosen.

5.

Proof newsletter and make corrections before creating a PDF of the newsletter.

6.

Create a full size PDF of your newsletter; DO NOT shrink to fit. The newsletter
will be printed exactly as it appears in the full-size PDF.

7. Save and name PDF file. Example: ―RC 5 March 2013 newsletter.‖
8. Submit your newsletter to your Retiree Services Consultant for review and
feedback & revise newsletter as needed.
9. Prepare an electronic version of your Cover letter in Microsoft Word or save as PDF to
ensure that the file can be opened at NYSUT HQ. [Be sure to include the email & other
contact information for 2 others who can edit the file]
10. Prepare an email print request as follows:
 To: jsmith@nysutmail.org
CC: plyons@nysutmail.org
goreilly@nysutmail.org
Your Retiree Services Consultant
 Subject: RC #__ Newsletter Print Request
 CHOOSE: Red Flag or other High Priority Send option*
*Retiree Services Staff receive anywhere from 50 – 150 emails per day; it
is essential that any retiree printing requests are red flagged as a high
priority to ensure timely handling.
11. Attach: Cover letter and Full-size PDF AND Message that RSC has reviewed &
approved newsletter for printing*
*Recommendation: Submit all of the final
newsletter documents and request that RSC forward the reviewed and approved
newsletter documents with a message that they have reviewed the newsletter and
approve for printing as attached.
12. Send Email per instructions above.
13. If asked to resubmit newsletter: Follow all directions above and Type in Subject
Line: ―Revised RC #___, Date___,attach all required print request documents.
Following this instruction will help ensure the correct version is printed.
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Sample Retiree Council Newsletter
Print Request Cover Letter
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Sample Retiree Council Newsletter:
PDF Self-Mailer Format (page 1 & 2)
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Sample Retiree Council Newsletter:
PDF Self-Mailer Format (page 3 & 4)

Page 4 shown in landscape view, below:
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Recommended Strategy for Handling
NYSUT Member Benefit Ads






The NYSUT Print Shop recommends that retiree council editors place any NYSUT
Member Benefits ad on p. 4 of the self-mailer**

**If you place your ad on p. 4 as the Print Shop recommends, the Print Shop will place
the split version of the ad for you; you do not need to split the ad or ask Member
Benefits for the split version of the ad that was created exclusively for the NYSUT Print
Shop.

To see that the Member Benefits ad is placed on p. 4 of your newsletter, all you need to
do is submit the following items in your newsletter print request:

1) Cover letter - include a written request that the Print Shop insert the ("Title of ad")
Member Benefits ad on p. 4

2) PDF of newsletter

3) Electronic copy of Member Benefits ad* (no need to resize, adjust or modify;
goal is to show Print Shop ad to be placed)

 To request an electronic copy of the NYSUT Member Benefits ads, you may
contact Kathy Hans at 1-800-342-9810 ext. 1241 or khans@nysutmail.org
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NYSUT Policy for Acceptance of Advertising in
Retiree Council Newsletters
(original text, as adopted)
The following guidelines for printing disclaimers should be used by NYSUT
Retiree Councils when placing ads in their newsletters:
1. NYSUT Member Benefits Endorsed Programs - No need to print a
disclaimer.
2. ―The following is a NYSUT Member Benefits Endorsed 403(b) ING
agent‖ (This should be used for agents who want to place ads in
newsletters. The only agents NYSUT currently works with are
ING and FPA. However FPA will not advertise in retiree
newsletters because they sell insurance primarily to in-service
members.)
3. ―This program is NOT endorsed by NYSUT.‖ (This should be used
for any ad that is placed in the newsletter that does not come into
conflict with one of NYSUT’s programs. For example - retiree
councils can’t advertise for a Long Term Care program because
NYSUT has one. However if retiree councils want to advertise for
a program NYSUT does not offer they can.)
Other Retiree Council Newsletter Advertising Guidelines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do NOT sell or give mailing lists or member information to anyone.
Do NOT print an ad before payment is received.
Do NOT accept any ads that you have not seen.
Do remember that retiree councils have the right to reject ads.
Do have a policy for ad acceptance that you can send to ―would-be‖
advertisers.
6. Do specify the type of acceptable copy and method of transmittal (i.e.,
camera ready, electronic, on disk or CD, via email, etc.).
7. Do have a cost policy for ad space and placement (prime placement
such as front page and last page may be differentiated).
8. Do set a limit on the amount of ads accepted (20 to 30% of available
space).
9. Do make the ―sensibilities of the total union membership‖ a primary
concern.
10. Do NOT accept political ads of any kind and follow the New York
Teacher guidelines:
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NYSUT Policy for Acceptance of Advertising in
Retiree Council Newsletters
(original text, as adopted)
continued
―RESTRICTIONS
The publisher reserves the right to reject advertising
not in keeping with the character and policies of
either the New York Teacher or the union. Advertisers,
their products and services must meet standards
of serving well the interests of the members.
Advertisers may not discriminate in terms of race, sex,
religion, age or national origin. Political ads are not
accepted. Ads from membership organizations
are not accepted. Alcohol, tobacco and firearm ads are
not accepted.‖
11. Do place a disclaimer on ALL ads, unless they are from a NYSUT or
AFT endorsed provider.
12. Do AVOID accepting any ads that conflict with NYSUT or AFT
Member Benefits or endorsed vendor programs.
13. Do be especially wary of accepting ads from pharmaceutical and health
care companies.
14. Do be careful in regard to accepting travel ads.
15. Do be careful in regard to advertising for web firms.
16. Do NOT accept ads that are anti-labor, anti-education or anti-public
education.
17. Do check the AFT’s ―Do Not Buy List‖ to make sure a company is not
on it.
18. Do read all copy carefully and use your very best judgment on
―tastefulness‖ from the union’s standpoint.
19. Do get a second opinion.
20. If in any doubt, do call NYSUT Retiree Services
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Considerations and Recommendations
for Inserting Ad Disclaimer per NYSUT
Policy for Acceptance of Advertising in
Retiree Council Newsletters


If you are unsure if an announcement such as trip qualifies for the "This program is
NOT endorsed by NYSUT‖ disclaimer, NYSUT Retiree Services recommends that
the disclaimer is added. (if you have any questions, please review the NYSUT policy
for advertisements in NYSUT retiree council newsletters above)



This disclaimer is to be added to any events or programs that are printed in the retiree
council newsletters that ARE NOT SPONSORED by the Retiree Council.

Example of RC newsletter ad with disclaimer:
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
Overview
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
2013 Specifications
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
9 x 13” Sample Template
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
8.5 x 11 ” Sample Template
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Section 2:
Printing Guidelines for Retiree
Newsletters & Printing Requests
Overview:
NYSUT prints and mails camera-ready retiree council newsletters of a maximum length of four
(4) pages for retiree councils in a black ink, self-mailer format once (1) per month for a
maximum of 5 issues per year at no expense to the council, in accordance with the guidelines
outlined in the NYSUT Retiree Editor’s Resource Kit.
Guidelines:
 Newsletters must be submitted in an even number of pages, (i.e. 4).


Editors are to submit a ―mock-up‖ (a copy of the newsletter—exactly as they wish it to
appear), along with the original pages submitted for printing.) (NO mock-up is required
for PDF print requests)



NYSUT encourages the PDF electronic submission retiree print requests via email per the
specific submission instructions outlined in Section 1 of the Editors Kit: ―How to Submit
a PDF Newsletter for Printing: A Step-by-Step Guide.‖



Editors submitting newsletters and graphics saved to a disk must also provide a PDF on
the disk and submit a cover letter with printing instruction along with hard copy; this
allows the Print Shop to verify that the complete newsletter is submitted for printing; in
the case of a discrepancy between the disk and the hard copy, the print shop shall print
from the hard copy.



Editors are asked to provide written instructions in a cover letter specifying:
-to whom the newsletter is to be mailed
-requests for extra copies and shipping address
-how any original photos/disks/files are to be handled
-whom should be contacted if there are questions re: newsletter
-any special instructions/requests



Any advertisements published in retiree council newsletters other than NYSUT or AFT
Member Benefits ads must include a disclaimer per NYSUT policy; see NYSUT Policy
for Acceptance of Advertising in Retiree Council Newsletters in Section 1.



Retiree Council election notices and mailings are to be incorporated into the council
newsletter whenever possible. (See Section 3 ―Retiree Council Election Material: Print
Submission Guidelines.‖)
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Printing Guidelines for Retiree
Newsletters & Printing Requests, continued


Newsletters are reviewed by NYSUT staff prior to being submitted for printing for the
sole purpose of verifying that what is printed in the newsletter is consistent with NYSUT
policy; editing of the council newsletter is the sole responsibility of the retiree council.



NYSUT encourages retiree councils to establish a team of individuals who can proof the
retiree council newsletter before it is submitted. This practice of formally proofing the
council newsletter not only can save the council from embarrassment but can also help
the council steer clear of avoidable printing delays.



If a newsletter containing errors is submitted to NYSUT HQ, the newsletter shall be
returned to the council to make edits; the retiree council is responsible for re-submitting
the revised newsletter to HQ with the words ―Revised RC #__ Print Request & Date) in
the Subject line of the email to Retiree Services staff, as outlined in Section 1 of the
Resource Kit for Retiree Editors)



On average, the printing process can be completed within a target fifteen (15)-business
day turnaround from the time the complete, camera-ready newsletter is received by
NYSUT Retiree Services. Please note, however, that newsletters are mailed out at a
standard, non-profit bulk U.S. Postal Service rate and the mail delivery schedule
can vary and add additional turnaround time to the process. Editors are strongly
encouraged to plan accordingly.



Editors are reminded to keep the following considerations in mind:




Plan ahead and around the high-volume print periods, such as ―Back
to School‖ and the Representative Assembly. Keep in mind that the Print
Shop is not open on holidays or during building shutdown periods
(December & July) so plan accordingly.
The target ten-business day print turnaround is not an absolute
guarantee—it is a target time frame that the print shop can usually meet.
However, the Print Shop is responsible for carrying out all of the printing
for the organization and must always balance retiree newsletter printing
needs with the needs of the larger organization.
Updated 5/5/17
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Section 3:
Retiree Council Election Material:
Print Submission Guidelines


NYSUT Retiree Councils are responsible for complying with their own retiree council
constitution and Landrum-Griffin requirements.



Retiree Council election notices are to comply with any and all USPS requirements.
(See Section 1: PDF Newsletter Print Submission Guidelines and US Postal Service
Requirements); print requests that do not comply with USPS requirements are subject to
avoidable delays while the retiree council revises the print material to bring it into
compliance and resubmits the entire print request.



Retiree Councils are responsible for complying with the print submission guidelines
outlined in the ―Resource Kit for Retiree Editors.”



Council must provide hard copy, mock-up samples of every document submitted for
printing; materials to be printed as received. (This includes sample envelopes of all
envelopes to be included in the mailing. These samples are to include any text to be
printed on the envelope, marked in exactly the spot where the text is to be printed on the
envelope)



Councils are responsible for carefully reviewing and proofing any election materials
prior to submitting the election materials for printing.



NYSUT’s role is to print the materials as received and submitted by the retiree council.



The NYSUT Retiree Council is responsible for interpreting its own constitution.



The target ten business day print turnaround is NOT a guarantee and Retiree Councils are
encouraged to plan accordingly by allowing additional time for the processing of their
time-sensitive election materials. Allow more time to ensure that the Retiree Council is in
compliance with its own constitution and Landrum-Griffin requirements.



Any non-compliance with NYSUT print submission guidelines may result in printing or
mailing delays pending any corrections that they council may need to make and the
additional time it takes the council to resubmit the entire printing request; Retiree Council
leaders are urged to allow ample time for their election mailings to be printed and mailed.
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Section 3:
Retiree Council Election Material:
Print Submission Guidelines continued


NYSUT will continue offer the standard, non-profit bulk US Postal Service postage rate
for mailing retiree council newsletters and correspondence.


There is one exception to the standard, non-profit bulk US Postal Service
postage rate : One (1) retiree council election notice and/or election
announcement per council, per year can be mailed out as a USPS at a First
Class rate, provided that the following two requirements are met::
1. The election notice is to be printed within a retiree council
newsletter
2. The retiree council requesting the one time, per year, first class
mail rate makes a formal written request in the cover letter
submitted along with the retiree newsletter containing the
election notice/announcement at the time the print request is
submitted to NYSUT Retiree Services for printing.t; it is the
responsibility of the retiree council to make a formal,
written request for an election notice/announcement to
mailed at the USPS First Class mail rate.



Should a retiree council choose to use any specialty-sized envelopes for an election
mailing, those councils are reminded that NYSUT no longer produces or stocks such
envelopes (since 2012); specialty envelopes must be ordered from an outside vendor, in
advance.


It is incumbent upon the retiree council to plan ahead and contact Rob
Beedleson in the NYSUT Print Shop at rbeedles@nysutmail.org to place
an order for the envelopes needed for the retiree council’s election
mailing.



If your council does not order the envelopes in advance, please plan on
two full weeks of additional processing time to allow time for the
envelopes to ordered and delivered before the printing of the council
election material can begin.
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Section 4:
Resources for Retiree Editors
Work Smarter NOT Harder:
Cultivate a Team of Back-up Editors
Identify one or two individuals who can access, open, edit and email a revised PDF of a Retiree
Council newsletter. This recommendation is made for all retiree councils for the purpose of
insuring that the council newsletter can be handled in the absence of the editor. We all know that
illnesses, family or health emergencies or death of family/friend can happen at any time and
without warning.
It is important for the primary editor to be able to live their life and it is important that the retiree
council consider cultivating individuals who can step in on a dime and have the knowledge, skill
and authority to edit and resubmit the council newsletter for printing. You can ease these
individuals into the role by asking them if they would be willing to proof the retiree council
newsletter before it is submitted for printing. This is a limited time commitment, as the retiree
council newsletter has a set number of newsletters that are printed by NYSUT at no charge to the
retiree council up to five (5) times per year.

Helpful Links:
How to Create a PDF in Microsoft Word: http://www.go2pdf.com/doc-to-pdf.html
How to Create a PDF in Microsoft Publisher:
http://www.wikihow.com/Convert-a-Microsoft-Publisher-File-into-a-PDF-File
How to Create A PDF on a MAC 6 Different Ways:
http://www.wikihow.com/Create-Pdf-on-Mac-in-6-Different-Ways
How to Rotate Text in Microsoft Word:
http://www.wikihow.com/Rotate-Text-in-Microsoft-Word
How to Flip Text 180 Degrees in Microsoft Word:
http://www.wikihow.com/Rotate-Text-in-Microsoft-Word
NYSUT Communications Toolkit:
http://www1.nysut.org/communicationsleader.htm
(or log-in to NYSUT Leader Access on www.nysut.org
Don’t see your software listed? Try a Google search for your specific software.
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How to Create a Custom 9 x 13 Page in Microsoft Publisher
Step-by-Step, Screen by Screen Instructions:
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How to Create a Custom 9 x 13 Page on a MAC
Step-by-Step, Screen by Screen Instructions:

\
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Tips for Taking and Using Photos in Publications/Web postings
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
9 x 13” Sample Template
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USPS Requirements for Self-Mailer Format
8.5 x 11 ” Sample Template
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